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Welcome to 
Out On Film 2020!

It’s often said in film festival circles that for planning purposes, you 
have to be prepared for anything. 2020 has certainly proved that 
theory. 

Because of COVID-19, Out On Film this year will look different 
than it’s ever looked before. Our top priority is the safety and 
well-being of our patrons and, as such, we will be mostly virtual 

this year. 

At the beginning of 2020, we were overjoyed when we became an 
Oscar® qualifying film festival and relished a big splashy festival to 

celebrate. We were dismayed when we learned we would need to change directions, but as we 
started planning we realized — we could still do big and splashy, albeit in a different format.

I’m a purist and for me nothing beats seeing a movie in a theatre. We will miss an in-person event 
this year and the opportunity to see and engage with the community we serve, and the filmmakers 
who make the event possible. But an online world opens up possibilities. It gives an audience more 
time and flexibility to see films. We will drop a number of films each morning and you’ll have two 
to three days to watch each one. We’ll also have suggested viewing times followed by live stream 
Q&As. As well, we will have Zoom and chat capabilities to interact with our patrons.

This is a strong year for LGBTQ films. I am happy to see such diversity and depth in our line-up, 
with representation from countries around the world as well as in Atlanta. We open this year’s 
festival with the fascinating “Surviving the Silence,” Atlantan Cindy Abel’s look at Colonel Pat 
Thompson, a decorated army nurse who was asked to preside over the military review board 
that eventually dismissed Colonel Margarethe (Grethe) Cammermeyer for admitting she was 
a lesbian. Thompson had her own secret — she herself was a lesbian living with a long-term 
partner. Our closing night film is Monica Zanetti’s crowd-pleasing “Ellie and Abbie (& Ellie’s 
Dead Aunt),” one of the most joyous films of the year. We also celebrate some anniversaries 
this year. 20 years ago, Margaret Cho made the hysterical “Margaret Cho: I’m The One That I 
Want” and we are proud to present a screening of the film and award Margaret with our Icon 
Award. 20 years ago as well, Del Shores opened a small little comedy called “Sordid Lives” 
that has become one of the most beloved LGBTQ film of all time. We will screen it and talk to 
Del and some of the cast members. As well, we will have a conversation with Kevin Williamson, 
who has been a huge part of pop culture over several decades, from “Dawson’s Creek” to “The 
Vampire Diaries” to the “Scream” movies. We’ll have a chat with him about his tremendous 
career. Another special event is a staged reading of local playwright Topher Payne’s “Perfect 
Arrangement,” directed by Out On Film veteran (and Atlanta native) Chad Darnell. 

Other dandies include the romantic comedy “Breaking Fast,” the documentary “Ahead of the 
Curve,” charting the history of Curve magazine, the super sexy “Dry Wind,” Henry Golding 
in “Monsoon,” the world premiere of Todd Verow’s “Goodbye Seventies,” the dark comedy 
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“Shiva Baby,” the stunning “Cicada,” the vampire thriller “Thirst,” Tony winner Norbert Leo 
Butz and a wonderful cast in “Give or Take,” Mitchell Anderson and Kevin Spirtas in the 
second season of the Emmy Award-winning “After Forever,” Lisa Donato’s wonderful feature 
film debut “Gossamer Folds,” starring Alexandra Grey of “Empire,” the stunning historical 
documentary “Cured,” the sweet, melancholy “Los Fuertes,” the romance “As I Am,” the 
fascinating “The Unlikely Story of the Lesbians of First Friday,” the joyous “Out Loud,” the 
inspiring “Steelers: the World’s First Gay Rugby Team,” the campy “Army of Lovers in the Holy 
Land,” the exceptional “Twilight’s Kiss,” the stunning lesbian drama “Two of Us,” the love story 
“Luz,” “Keyboard Fantasies: The Beverly Glenn-Copeland Story,’ about the music legend, the 
adorable “Dramarama,” 16 shorts programs, and so much more. I hope you can check us 
out, watch a lot of great films and join us for some special Q&As. Look through this gorgeous 
program guide and visit us at www.outonfilm.org 

Jim Farmer
Festival Director, Out On Film
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Out On Film
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AT-A-GLANCE FESTIVAL SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, SEPT. 24
OPENING NIGHT
SURVIVING THE SILENCE
(Livestream to follow) 13
AROUND THE WORLD SHORTS 13
OUT LOUD  14
DRY WIND (VENTO SECO) 14

FRIDAY, SEPT. 25
DOCUMENTARY SHORTS 15
KAPANA  16
AHEAD OF THE CURVE 16
CICADA  17

SATURDAY, SEPT. 26
SALT AND PEPPER (SAL Y PIMIENTA) 18
FOR THE MEN SHORTS 18-19
FOR THE WOMEN SHORTS 19-20
THE CAPOTE TAPES 20
NO HARD FEELINGS 20
20TH ANNIVERSARY SCREENING — I’M THE ONE 
THAT I WANT AND PRESENTATION OF ICON AWARD 
TO MARGARET CHO 21
BREAKING FAST  22

SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
TRANSFABULOUS 22
STEELERS: THE WORLD’S FIRST GAY RUGBY CLUB 24
CURED  24
EQUAL  25
ALL-STAR READING OF PERFECT ARRANGEMENT 26
MONSOON  26
THE STRONG ONES (LOS FUERTES) 26

MONDAY, SEPT. 28
YOUTH SHORTS  28
THE UNLIKELY STORY OF THE LESBIANS 
OF FIRST FRIDAY  28
TWILIGHT’S KISS (SUK SUK) 30
OUTRUN THE SKY 30
GOODBYE SEVENTIES 31

TUESDAY, SEPT. 29
SWEET, SEXY, SILLY SHORTS 32
COMEDY SHORTS 32
CONSENT FACTORY: LESBO-QUEER PERSPECTIVES 34
KELET  34
AFTER FOREVER, SEASON 2 36
GIVE OR TAKE  36

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 30
DOING IT THEIR WAY 38
PROPER PRONOUNS 39
SHIVA BABY  39
20TH ANNIVERSARY SCREENING OF SORDID LIVES 40

THURSDAY, OCT. 1
EVERYTHING UNDER THE RAINBOW SHORTS 40-41
SOUTHERN SHORTS 41
MILKWATER  42
LUZ  42

FRIDAY, OCT. 2
EXPLORATIONS  44
TWO OF US  44
LIVE CONVERSATION WITH KEVIN WILLIAMSON 45
THIRST  46
HORROR SHORTS 46
 

SATURDAY, OCT. 3
GLOBAL AFFAIRS SHORTS 48
AS I AM  48
MUSIC FOR BLEEDING HEARTS 
(MÚSICA PARA MORRER DE AMOR) 49
THE WHISTLE  50
KEYBOARD FANTASIES: 
THE BEVERLY GLENN-COPELAND STORY 50
THROUGH THE GLASS DARKLY 50
STONE/ FRUIT  52

SUNDAY, OCT. 4
CLOSING NIGHT
ARMY OF LOVERS IN THE HOLY LAND 52
DRAMA SHORTS  54
DRAMARAMA  54
GOSSAMER FOLDS 56
ELLIE AND ABBIE (& ELLIE’S DEAD AUNT) 56
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Also make sure to check our 
website for updates and the most 
current showtimes and guests.

Ticket information 
can be found at: 
www.OutOnFilm.org
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COVID has changed the face of virtually all events in 2020 and film festivals are no exception. 
We will miss the in-person aspects of Out On Film and seeing our loyal patrons and visiting 
filmmakers. Yet the move to a virtual festival gives us opportunities we would not have had 
otherwise. We can offer you more flexibility in seeing the movies you want to see.

How do I get started?
Once you’ve looked at the program guide and gotten a sense of what you want to watch 
this year, go to our Eventive site at https://2020ooff.eventive.org/films. From there, you can 
pick the films you want to watch and choose your ticket tier — whether it’s individual tickets,  
5 packs, 10 packs or an all-access pass. 

Once you’ve purchased your tickets you will get an email confirming you of your purchases. 
Every day during the festival, at noon on weekdays and 10am during the weekend, Out On 
Film will release 4 – 7 movies. Those will be available, in most cases, for 72 hours. Like any 
on-demand program, you can watch anytime during that time span. If you like a movie a lot 
and want to watch it again during the allotted time, you can do so.

Livestream Q&As
We are planning a lot of livestream Q&As this year. It’s your decision when you want to watch 
them. In many instances, we have “suggested” a time to watch a movie so you can do so and 
then immediately begin the Q&A live. On Eventive, once a movie ends, you will click to the 
right of the film under Livestream. The Livestreams will remain on Eventive for the duration of 
the festival. Be sure as well to check our online guide and social media consistently in case we 
are able to add events during this year’s Out On Film.

How do I vote for Audience Awards? 
Simple. When the film ends, you are able to vote just beneath the online movie screen. 

What if I have problems?
We’ll be on call throughout the festival, especially the few days and opening weekend. Please 
feel free to call us anytime at 678-944-8158 or email Boxoffice @outonfilmfestival.org

Please enjoy your viewing and the opportunity to see LGBTQ films from around the world!

OUT ON FILM 2020: 
A HOW TO GUIDE



THURSDAY, SEPT. 24

OPENING NIGHT FILM
SURVIVING THE SILENCE: LOVE AND IMPOSSIBLE CHOICES
(U.S., 79 min., Directed by Cindy L. Abel)

This fascinating film from Atlanta filmmaker Cindy L. Abel follows Colonel Pat Thompson, a 
decorated army nurse, only two years away from retirement. She was asked to preside over the 
military review board that eventually dismissed Colonel Margarethe (Grethe) Cammermeyer 
for admitting she was a lesbian. Although Thompson had served her country with distinction 
for over 30 years — from conflict zones in Central America to working inside the Pentagon 
— that appointment was perhaps the hardest. In that moment, she had to protect her own life 
secret: that she too was a lesbian and living privately with her life partner, Barbara Brass, for 
many years.

Live stream Q&A at 8:30pm with Cindy Abel, Pat Thompson, Barbara Brass 
Eric Fanning, and Grethe Cammermeyer

AROUND THE WORLD
A Cohabitation: Dir. Tung Wei Ye, 18 min., Malaysia
Infinite While It Lasts (Infinito Enquanto Dure): Dir. Akira Kamiki, 18 min., Brazil
Encounter (Encuentro): Dir. Ivan Löwenberg, 18 min., Mexico
Miss Man: Dir. Tathagata Ghosh, 25 min., India
Him (Hann): Dir. Runar Thór Sigurbjörnsson, 13 min., Iceland

In this gorgeous set of international short films, a gay, interracial couple who just moved in 
together are forced to separate because one of them, who is Malaysian, has HIV; a couple 
who fall in love deal with one’s asexuality; a woman taking care of her partner crosses paths 
with a young man exploring his identity; a man discovers his sexuality against all odds; and a 
teenage boy struggles to tell his father about his date.

Total Running Time: 92 min.

CONTINUES ON PAGE 14
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SURVIVING THE SILENCE: LOVE AND IMPOSSIBLE CHOICES

AROUND THE WORLD SHORTS: A COHABITATION



THURSDAY, SEPT. 24

OUT LOUD
(U.S., 53 min., Directed by Gail Willumsen)

“Out Loud” chronicles the ups and downs of the first season of the Trans Chorus of Los Angeles 
— the largest group of transgender and gender nonconforming people anywhere in the world 
who come together regularly to sing. As the choristers gear up for their 2016 public concert 
debut, they share their inspiring life stories and reveal what it means to be trans in America. 
This extraordinary chorus makes more than music. It’s making history.

DRY WIND (VENTO SECO)
(Brazil, 110 min., Directed by Daniel Nolasco)

The sexy scorcher “Dry Wind” is Daniel Nolasco’s follow-up to last year’s “Mr. Leather.” 
The area around Catalão in Brazil’s state of Goiás is dry, very dry. Sandro’s life here is 
somewhat monotonous. He works in a fertilizer factory and divides his days between the city 
club, work, soccer with friends and city parties. He has a purely sexual relationship with his 
colleague Ricardo. He always seems to be a bit of an outsider, not comfortable in his own 
skin, not really belonging. When Maicon, a man straight out of a Tom of Finland illustration, 
shows up in their small town and flirts with Ricardo, Sandro’s burgeoning feelings of jealousy 
set a change in motion.

In Portuguese with English subtitles

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

CONTINUES ON PAGE 16
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OUT LOUD

DRY WIND (VENTO SECO)

FRIDAY, SEPT 25

DOCUMENTARY SHORTS
Cupping the Flame of Women’s Culture: Dir. Helene Rosenbluth, 30 min., U.S.
Take Me to the Prom: Dir. Andrew Moir, 21 min., Canada
Kenyan, Christian, Queer: Dir. Aiwan Obinyan, 20 min., U.K.
Particular Friendships: Dir. Mark Padilla and Nelson Varas-Díaz, 20 min., U.S.

This exceptional series of documentaries explores The Montclair Women’s Cultural Arts Club in 
San Francisco, which showcased lesbian, bi, trans, queer and heterosexual performers; high 
school prom stories of queer people aged 17 to 88; the first LGBT church in Nairobi, Kenya; 
and a young woman’s self-discovery in a convent.

Total Running Time: 91 min.
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KAPANA
(Namibia, 60 min., Directed by Philippe Talavera)

In Namibia, a country where sodomy is still a crime and gay relationships are stigmatized, 
two lives intersect: George, a middle-class insurance broker living in the capital, Windhoek; 
and Simeon, a kapana seller who lives in Katutura, a township of Windhoek. Two secrets. One 
unlikely meeting in a bar.

In Oshiwambo with English subtitles

AHEAD OF THE CURVE
(U.S., 92 min., Directed by Jen Rainin and Rivkah Beth Medow)

From its start in 1990, Curve magazine was a visionary and unapologetic celebration of 
lesbian life from cover to cover. Facing the magazine’s possible demise in 2019, director 
Jen Rainin and Curve founder Franco Stevens explore questions of lesbian visibility, 
legacy, and current-day issues through interviews with contemporary LGBTQ+ tastemakers, 
“celesbians,” including Melissa Etheridge, Jewelle Gomez, Denice Frohman, Kate Kendell, 
and Lea DeLaria, along with rich archival footage recounting the formation of a lesbian 
cultural institution.

Live stream Q&A at 4pm with Jen Rainin and Franco Stevens
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CICADA
(U.S., 93 min., Directed by Matthew Fifer and Kieran Mulcare)

After a string of unsuccessful and awkward encounters with women, Ben goes “back on the 
dick” (as his sister enthusiastically exclaims). “Cicada” follows Ben as he comes out to the 
world and develops an intense relationship with Sam, a man of color struggling with deep 
wounds of his own. As the summer progresses and their intimacy grows, Ben ultimately gains 
the strength to face a childhood trauma he has long suppressed.

AHEAD OF THE CURVE

CONTINUES ON PAGE 18

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

CICADA
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CONTINUES ON PAGE 20
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SATURDAY, SEPT. 26

SALT AND PEPPER (SAL Y PIMIENTA)
(Spain, 87 min., Directed by Miriam Herrero del Valle)

Crossroads, forms of love. Grandma Carmen’s 80th birthday celebration will bring together 
several generations of women from the same family in a coastal hotel. A weekend, a family. 
Different paths, forms of feminism, ways of relating.

In Spanish with English subtitles

FOR THE MEN
Buck: Dir. Elegance Bratton and Jovan James, 14 min., U.S.
Yours Mine Ours: Dir. Ben Baur, 21 min., U.S.
Home: Dir. Tyler Aaron, 8 min., U.S.
Acuitzeramo: Dir. Miguel Angel Caballero, 16 min., U.S.
Bill + Robert: Dir. Kamaria Hodge, 9 min., U.S.
Thrive: Dir. Jamie Di Spirito, 17 min., U.K.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17 A young man resorts to debauchery to find joy — only to discover that happiness is a 
much more complicated proposition. When a man in a loving relationship reconnects with 
a special someone from his past, he experiences turmoil when old feelings return to the 
surface. A boy goes home to discover who his mother has become. Salvador, a gay Mexican 
elder who has lost his partner of 15 years, calls his partner’s estranged son, Anthony, to tell 
him of his father’s passing. A love story told in chronological order between two black men 
blooms just five years after homosexuality was decriminalized in the United States. A hook-
up between two young men — they make a connection, but it quickly becomes apparent 
they’re looking for different things.

Total Running Time: 85 min.

FOR THE WOMEN
Coming Out: Dir. Kenneth Castillo, 3 min., U.S.
Duet: Dir. Mika Orr, 21 min., U.S.
Elle: Dir. Nicole Vanden Broeck, 21 min., U.S.
A Single Evening: Dir. Ashlei Hardenburg-Cartagena, 13 min., U.S.
Discovering Brooklynn: Dir. Aliya Brooks, 20 min., U.S.
Square One: Dir. Emily Jo Sargent, 12 min., U.K.

SALT AND PEPPER (SAL Y PIMIENTA)



This robust set of short films for the ladies includes a coffee date meeting, a fateful day in the 
lives of 8-year-old girls May and Shadmit, who dislike each other but learn that their lives have 
become oddly intertwined forever; a teenage girl whose best friend is about to move away; 
a queer musical short film about dating and loneliness, Brooklynn, a self-assured perfectionist, 
who is torn between remaining true to her homophobic upbringing or expressing her stifled 
sexuality, and a closeted woman and how fishing saved her life.

Total Running Time: 90 min.

THE CAPOTE TAPES
(U.S., 94 min., Directed by Ebs Burnough)

“Answered Prayers” was meant to be Truman Capote’s greatest masterpiece, an epic portrait 
of New York’s glittering jet-set society. Instead, it sparked his downfall. Through never-before-
heard audio archives and interviews with Capote’s friends and enemies, this absorbing 
documentary reveals the rise and fall of America’s most iconic gay writer.

NO HARD FEELINGS
(Germany, 92 min., Directed by Faraz Shariat)

Parvis, the son of exiled Iranians, was caught 
shoplifting. He is sentenced to community service 
at a refugee shelter where he meets the siblings 
Banafshe and Amon, who have fled Iran. As a 
romantic attraction between Parvis and Amon 
grows, the fragile relationship between the three 
is put to the test.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18

CONTINUES ON PAGE 22
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20TH ANNIVERSARY SCREENING — I’M THE ONE THAT I WANT AND 
PRESENTATION OF ICON AWARD TO MARGARET CHO
(U.S., 96 min., Directed by Lionel Coleman)

20 years ago, Margaret Cho’s acclaimed and hilarious stand-up film, “ Margaret Cho: I’m 
the One That I Want,” cemented her as one of the funniest people around. Openly bisexual, 
Cho has been a fierce advocate for LGBTQ rights. Join us as we revisit the film, have a live 
conversation with Cho and present her with our Icon Award.

Live stream Q&A at 8pm with Margaret Cho

THE CAPOTE TAPES MARGARET CHO
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NO HARD FEELINGS



BREAKING FAST
(U.S., 92 min., Directed by Mike Mosallam)

Set against the twinkling lights of West Hollywood, “Breaking Fast” is a romantic comedy 
that follows Mo, a practicing Muslim still reeling from heartbreak. When an All-American guy 
named Kal offers to join him in his nightly iftar (the traditional meal eaten by Muslims during 
Ramadan), meal after meal, the two start to discover they have more in common than meets 
the eye. Featuring: Haaz Sleiman (Apple+’s “Little America”), Michael Cassidy (“People of 
Earth”), and Amin El Gamal (“Good Trouble”).

Suggested viewing time 9pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 10:30pm 
with director Mike Mosallam, producer Seth Hauser and cast members

SUNDAY, SEPT. 27

TRANSFABULOUS
Meta: Dir. Sydne Horton, 9 min., U.S.
Grace: Dir. Smarak Samarjeet, 21 min., India
The Name of the Son (El nombre del hijo): Dir. Martina Matzkin, 13 min., Argentina
Candis for President: Dir. Michelle Peerali, 12 min., U.S.
My Dad Marie: Dir. Maj Jukic, 13 min., U.K.

These trans-themed short films include work from around the country. Artie Talbot, a spry and self-
conscious trans boy, descends upon prom with his best friend Lucy. Artie’s nominated for prom king 
and is doing his best to hide his excitement. Can a trans woman reimagine the world before her, 
without a fight for her rights, acceptance in society and equal opportunity? Lucho, a 13-year-old 
trans boy, doesn’t usually share much time with his father. When he goes on vacation with him and 
his younger sister, the new closeness puts their relationship to the test. In a world where anything 
is possible, a transgender actress sets out to become the President of the United States. Marie & 
Charlie navigate their parent/child relationship in the early stages of Marie’s transition.

Total Running Time: 68 min.

CONTINUES ON PAGE 24
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BREAKING FAST

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20



CONTINUES ON PAGE 26

CURED

STEELERS: THE WORLD’S FIRST GAY RUGBY CLUB
(U.K., 80 min., Directed by Eammon Ashton-Atkinson)

“Steelers” is a feature-length documentary about 
London’s first gay rugby club, which started in 
London in 1995. Following the club’s journey 
at the world’s biggest international gay rugby 
tournament, the Bingham Cup, the film explores 
the how a community joined together by their 
sexuality is transforming lives.

Suggested viewing time 1pm, followed 
by live Stream Q&A at 2:30pm with 
Eammon Ashton-Atkinson

CURED
(U.S., 80 min., Directed by Bennett Singer and Patrick Sammon)

Mentally ill. Deviant. Diseased. In need of a cure. These were among the terms psychiatrists 
used to describe lesbians and gay men in the 1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s. According to 
the medical establishment, every gay person — no matter how well-adjusted — suffered from 
a mental disorder. And as long as lesbians and gay men were “sick,” progress toward equality 
was impossible. CURED chronicles the battle waged by a small group of activists who declared 
war against a formidable institution — and won a crucial victory in the modern movement for 
LGBTQ equality. This feature-length documentary takes viewers inside the David-versus-Goliath 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22
struggle that led the American 
Psychiatric Association (APA) 
to remove homosexuality from 
its manual of mental illnesses in 
1973. Through this film viewers 
meet the key players who 
achieved this victory, along 
with allies and opponents.

EQUAL
(U.S., 80 min., Directed by 
Kimberly Reed [episode two] and 
Stephen Kijak [episode three])
Out On Film is proud to partner 
with HBO Max to present a 
sneak preview of “Equal,” an 
upcoming documentary series 
on the LGBTQ+ pioneers who 
helped change the course of American history through their activism. Episode Two: “Transgender 
Pioneers” charts the events of an August night in 1966 when trans people rose up against police 
harassment in San Francisco’s Tenderloin: Compton’s Cafeteria, while Episode Three: “Black 
is Beautiful, Gay Is Good!” features characters such as Lorraine Hansberry (played by Samira 
Wiley) and Bayard Rustin (Keiynan Lonsdale) as he is organizing the March on Washington.

Live stream Q&A to follow at 4:30pm

STEELERS

EQUAL



ALL-STAR READING OF PERFECT ARRANGEMENT
Out On Film favorite Chad Darnell (“Birthday Cake”) directs an all-star cast reading of Atlanta 
playwright Topher Payne’s charming “Perfect Arrangement,” benefiting Rainbow House Coalition 
in Atlanta. Don’t miss this chance to hear some famous folks reading Payne’s witty, acclaimed play.

MONSOON
(U.K., 85 min., Directed by Hong Khaou)

Henry Golding (“Crazy Rich Asians”) stars in this beautiful drama as Kit, who returns to Ho 
Chi Minh City for the first time since he was six years old, when his family fled the country in 
the aftermath of the Vietnam-American war. Struggling to make sense of himself in a city he’s 
no longer familiar with, he embarks on a personal journey across the country that opens up the 
possibility for friendship, love and happiness.

THE STRONG ONES (LOS FUERTES) 
(Chile, 98 min., Directed by Omar Zuniga Hidalgo)

Lucas travels to a remote town in southern Chile to visit his sister. In front of the ocean and the fog, 
he meets Antonio, a boatswain in a local fishing boat. When an intense romance grows between 
them, their strength, their independence and their adulthood become immovable in front of the tide.

In Spanish with subtitles

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25

CONTINUES ON PAGE 28
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MONSOON THE STRONG ONES (LOS FUERTES) 



MONDAY, SEPT 28

YOUTH SHORTS
Sequins: Dir. Michael Beddoes, 18 min., U.K.
Mermaid: Dir. Fia Perera, 11 min., U.S.
My Brother is a Mermaid: Dir. Alfie Dale, 20 min., U.K.
Unicorn: Dir. Jason Tropiano, 13 min., U.S.
Were You Gay In High School: Dir. Niki Ang, 13 min., U.S.
Him (Hann): Dir. Runar Thór Sigurbjörnsson, 13 min., Iceland

Our shorts for younger audiences deal with a 17-year-old whose journey of self-discovery takes 
a unique turn when he embarks on his ambition to be a drag queen; a suicidal nine-year-old boy 
struggling with his gender identity who crosses paths with an unraveling but lovable drag queen; 
a transfeminine teenager, as seen through the eyes of their seven-year-old brother; a young gay 
man, struggling to be accepted, encountering a physical transformation that forces him to discover 
who he truly wants to be; two queer women recalling their awkward, closeted high school days of 
kissing boys and straight-girl crushes; and a teenage boy struggling to tell his father about his date.

Total Running Time: 88 min.

THE UNLIKELY STORY OF THE LESBIANS OF FIRST FRIDAY
(U.S., 63 min., Directed by Kathryn L Beranich)

In the 1980s, a group calling itself First Friday sprung fully formed from the imaginations of a 
group of lesbians living in the small city of Roanoke, Virginia. Some of the women were locals 
and some moved to the Roanoke Valley for employment. It was the Reagan era and homosexuals 
were vilified, especially in the Bible Belt. Spurred on by the pure serendipity of finding each 
other, the group created a safe space, threw fantastic events and grew a community of lasting 
friendships, all in the shadow of the Moral Majority. This little slice of lesbian history is told 
through the voices and anecdotes of First Friday members and the women who joined in the fun.

Suggested viewing time 6:45pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 8pm with 
director Kathryn L. Beranich 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 30
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TWILIGHT’S KISS (SUK SUK)
(Hong Kong, 92 min., Directed by Ray Yeung)

This extraordinary film follows two closeted married men in their twilight years. One day Pak, 
70, a taxi driver who refuses to retire, meets Hoi, 65, a retired single father, in a park. Despite 
years of societal and personal pressure, they are proud of the families they have created 
through hard work and determination. Yet in that brief initial encounter, something is unleashed 
in them which had been suppressed for so many years. As both men recount and recall their 
personal histories, they also contemplate a possible future together.

In Cantonese with English subtitles

OUTRUN THE SKY
(U.S., 73 min., Directed by Alvin Agarrat)

Produced by Atlanta’s Thrive SS, “Outrun the Sky” 
(tells the stories of five Black gay men living with 
HIV in the most impacted cities for HIV across 
the South (Miami, New Orleans, Baton Rouge, 
Atlanta and Jackson Mississippi). The film not only 
profiles the men -their diagnosis, treatment and 
support - but it also tells the story of the cities they 
navigate to receive care and support. “Outrun the 
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TWILIGHT’S KISS (SUK SUK) GOODBYE SEVENTIES
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Sky” seeks to humanize people living with and through HIV epidemic.

GOODBYE SEVENTIES
(U.S., 92 min., Directed by Todd Verow)

In the 1970s, the golden age of gay pornography in New York City, a promising chorus boy 
is injured and told he will never dance again. Distraught and unimpressed with the “art” films 
playing seedy Times Square theaters, he gets his friends and lovers together and they start 
making their own hardcore movies. Against all odds, the films are wildly successful until drugs, 
AIDS and cheap video technology bring it all crashing down.

Live Stream Q&A at 10:30pm with Todd Verow and cast members OUTRUN THE SKY



TUESDAY, SEPT 29

SWEET, SEXY, SILLY
CC Dances the Go-Go: Dir. Erin C. Buckley, 11 min., U.S.
G’Night: Dir. Emily Reas, 4 min., U.S.
Treacle: Dir. Rosie Westhoff, 18 min., U.K.
Magic Man: Dir. Alice Millar, Nile Tracer, 15 min., U.S.
Natural Disasters: Dir. Connie Shi, 14 min., U.S.

This collection of shorts for women — sometimes sweet, sometimes sexy, sometimes funny — 
includes a love story and go-go dancing mix. A young woman calls her Southern father one night 
with the intention of coming out. Two friends go on a weekend away to help one get over a recent 
breakup. Repressed by her father’s ideals, Masie hides her true self in order to try to meet his 
expectations — expectations effortlessly met by her brother. After attempting her first threesome, 
a curious young woman begins to question her relationship, her sexuality, and herself.

Total Running Time: 62 min.

COMEDY SHORTS
Repugnant: Dir. Kyan Krumdieck, 12 min., New Zealand
Pete Can’t Play Basketball: Dir. Nick Borenstein, 8 min., U.S.
Stalls J: Dir. João Dall’Stella, 3 min., U.S.
Are You Coming Out?: Dir. Enrique Suarez, 5 min., U.S.
Porn Yesterday: Dir. Dave Quantic, 5 min., U.S.
Unhappy Birthday: Dir. Abby Urban, 13 min., U.S.
Muy Gay Too Mexicano Dir. Lorena Lourenco, 12 min., U.S.
Catfish Killer: Dirs. Gil Hizon, Seth Harrington, 12 min., U.S.
When In Rome: Dir. Luca Padrini, 11 min., Italy
 
A gay dog,  a non-jock trying to learn to shoot hoops, naughty fun in a bathroom, stories of how 
adult material led to coming out, a son’s revelation leads to another family secret, a women who 
gets dumped on her thirtieth birthday has an unexpected epiphany at midnight; friends in a cabin 
battling a killer outside, a young man  seeking advice from two opposite people that try to make 
him feel comfortable with his identities, and a son visiting his father In Italy with a secret come 
together in this riotous set of shorts

CONTINUES ON PAGE 34
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CONSENT FACTORY: LESBO-QUEER PERSPECTIVES
(Canada, 75 min., Directed by Mathilde Capone)

What if lesbo-queer communities had something to share about the singularities of their 
sexualities? Through the complex topic of consent, sixteen protagonists from these communities 
speak up. Could there be blurred lines, a continuum between consent and aggression? How can 
we defeat rape culture and innovate in matters of consent? How has the notion of aggression 
been used historically to exclude trans women? In a deep introspection of their intimacies, 
these protagonists ask questions, get angry, laugh, create other possibilities. They suggest 
looking more closely at consent, from the experience of their marginalized communities, their 
subcultures and their explorations.

In French with English subtitles

KELET
(Finland, 65 min., Directed by Susani Mahadura)

Kelet, a young Somali trans woman, has left her family in Manchester and returned to her 
childhood home of Finland, where, with the support of her friends in the ballroom community, 
she is following her dream of becoming a model. “Kelet” is a documentary about pursuing 
your dreams and the importance of family and community.

In English, Finnish, and Somali
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AFTER FOREVER, SEASON 2
(U.S., 90 min., Directed by Tina Cesa Ward)

The second season of this Emmy Award-winning series, starring Atlanta native Mitchell Anderson 
and Kevin Spirtas, continues the story of a single man reinventing life in his early 50s.

Suggested viewing time 6:30pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 8:30pm 
with Kevin Spirtas, Mitchell Anderson, and other cast and crew members

GIVE OR TAKE
(U.S., 98 min., Directed by Paul Riccio)

When a disillusioned New Yorker’s father dies, he goes home to Cape Cod and prepares 
the house for sale while sharing it with his father’s late-in-life live-in boyfriend. With nothing to 
separate them, they are forced to negotiate how to remember and move on from the man they 
both loved. Two-time Tony Award-winning actor Norbert Leo Butz and Cheri Oteri lead the cast.

Suggested viewing time 7:30pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 9:30pm 
with Paul Riccio, Jamie Effros and other cast members

CONTINUES ON PAGE 38
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WEDNESDAY, SEPT 30

DOING IT THEIR WAY
Perfectly FRANK: Dir. Dan Hunt, 11 min., U.S.
Orville + Bob: Dir. Alan Griswold, 40 min., U.S.
Dennis: The Man Who Legalized Cannabis: Dir. Brandon Moore, 20 min., U.S.
Our Service, Our Stories: Dir. Bill Anderson, Neil Beecher, Bill Duckworth, Belita Edwards, 
Ed Imparato, Michael La Borde, Warren Tymony, 21 min., U.S.

“Perfectly FRANK” chronicles the life of Frank Vilardi, a retired accountant from Long Island, 
who after being a nearly 50-year marriage, came out in his late 60s. Four documentaries 
tell stories of those who chose their own path: “Orville + Bob” is the story of how an unlikely 
couple met and has remained together, despite seemingly insurmountable differences and 
societal pressures, for over 48 years. “Dennis: the Man Who Legalized Cannabis” introduces 
us to a veteran LGBTQ+ activist who fought to get cannabis to HIV/AIDS patients in 1990s San 
Francisco. Featuring LGBTQ veterans who served between 1951 and 2017, “Our Service, 
Our Stories” was made by a small group of senior veterans at the Los Angeles LGBT Center to 
ensure that the history of those who served is preserved and shared.

Total Running Time: 92 min.
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PROPER PRONOUNS
(U.S., 95 min., Directed by Megan Daniels)

“Proper Pronouns” tells the story of Dawn, 
as she seeks validation in the pulpit and 
reconciliation in her marriage, problems she 
did not face when she was Duane. The film chronicles the emotional journey that four 
transgender ministers and their spouses take as they try to redefine their identities and 
prove to the Southern community that they belong in the pulpit.

SHIVA BABY
(U.S., 71 min., Directed by Emma Seligman)

A young bisexual Jewish woman, whose family is sitting shiva following a death, is unexpectedly 
forced to juggle her personal interactions when both her ex-girlfriend and her sugar daddy 
show up. This black comedy, adapted from Emma Seligman’s short film, is expertly performed 
by a talented ensemble cast, including Polly Draper and Jackie Hoffman.

Suggested viewing time 7pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 8:15pm
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20TH ANNIVERSARY SCREENING OF SORDID LIVES
(U.S., 111 min., Directed by Del Shores)

It’s now one of the most beloved LGBTQ films of our time, and two decades ago it had an early 
screening at Out On Film. Del Shores’ classic finds three generations of a family in a small 
Texas town gathering for a funeral and plenty of secrets spilling out. The all-star cast includes 
Bonnie Bedelia, Delta Burke, Beau Bridges, Olivia Newton-John, and Leslie Jordan.

Suggested viewing time 8pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 9:30pm with 
Del Shores and cast members 

THURSDAY, OCT. 1

EVERYTHING UNDER THE RAINBOW SHORTS
Patron Saint: Dir. Magdalena Dumitrescu, Jard Lerebours, 2 min., U.S.
Solarity: Dir. Marianne Verrone, 8 min., U.S.
Cwch Deilen: Dir. Efa Blosse-Mason, 6 min., U.K.
The Fabric of You: Dir. Josephine Lohoar Self, 10 min., U.K.
One Last Deal: Dir. Nyala Moon, 15 min., U.S.
Eat the Rainbow: Dir. Brian Benson, 19 min., U.S.
On the Ride: Dir. Jen McGowan, 13 min., U.S.

What do these short films have in common? Nothing, really — it’s just our annual grab bag 
of terrific films without a specific umbrella. The program includes a poetic narrative detailing 
the struggles of Black Queer people while paying homage to James Baldwin. An exploration 
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of perception, proximity, and intimacy within a queer cosmos. The story of Heledd and Celyn, 
who navigate the undiscovered and murky waters of entering a new relationship. Michael, 
a gay, twenty-something-year old mouse in the era of 1950s McCarthyism, hides his true 
identity while he works as a tailor. No one can explain why their relationship works: Bill, a 
charming fuckup who hustles and Sara, a Black transwoman, being wound too tight. However, 
those differences have always been what made their relationship work. “Eat the Rainbow” is 
a musical fable about an odd yet kind man named Bayani who moves into a conservative 
suburban neighborhood and disrupts the otherwise comfortable homogeny. On his morning 
bike ride, Scott grapples with the memories of a trauma he experienced with his husband Todd. 
When his route suddenly takes an unexpected turn, Scott finds himself on the doorstep of a 
stranger intimately connected to the past he can’t shake.

Total Running Time: 73 min.

SOUTHERN SHORTS
The Last Gift: Dir. Alex Preston, 6 min., U.S.
Max: Dir. Kristina Arjona, 10 min., U.S.
Build a Boo: Dir. Jean-Pierre Chapoteau, 20 min., U.S.
Wild HR : Dir. Vandy Beth Glenn, 10 min., U.S.
Touch & Agree: Dir. Juel D. Lane, 12 min., U.S.
Cowboy Joe: Dir. Darryl Dillard, 14 min. U.S.
Vanilla Milkshake: Dir. Dany Flores, 10 min., U.S.

Out On Film is proud to present several films with local (or formerly local) directors. When 
Jamie brings a special gift to his ex-boyfriend’s college graduation, he learns that loving 
someone also means letting them go. A recent divorcee finds solace in an evening with 
a male escort. A transgender woman and a co-worker take an eventful trip to HR. “Touch 
& Agree” explores what it is to be in love and how we commit to another person without 
losing our own identity, all while navigating the highs and lows of a relationship. Two best 
friends decide to fix their screwed up love life with construction paper and a little crazy ass 
faith. “Cowboy Joe” is an outrageous and refreshing look into the world of a newly single, 
middle-aged woman desperate to find a connection in this unattractive digital reality that 
we live in.

Total Running Time: 72 min.

SORDID LIVES
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MILKWATER
(U.S., 101 min., Directed by Morgan Ingari)

Seeking direction and purpose, Milo rashly decides to become a surrogate and egg donor for 
an older gay man she meets in a bar. However, as Milo becomes increasingly attached to him, 
she starts leveraging the pregnancy as a means of staying embedded in his life.

Suggested viewing time 7pm, followed by live stream Q&A with 9pm director 
Morgan Ingari and cast members 

LUZ
(U.S., 118 min., Directed by Jon Garcia)

In the new film from beloved filmmaker Jon Garcia (The Falls trilogy), Ruben and Carlos 
become cellmates in prison. As Ruben learns the ropes, Carlos becomes a mentor and then a 
lover. When Carlos is released, Ruben must deal with his heartbreak until he is himself released 
and has a chance at a reconciliation. “Luz” examines whether love can exist in the real world 
for these two men.
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FRIDAY, OCT. 2

EXPLORATIONS
2 Dollars: Dir. Robin Cloud, 15 min., U.S.
Pride: Dir. Caroline Bento, Laura Richard, 19 min., France
Starboy: Dir. Joëlle Bentolila, 17 min., U.K.
Honor: Dir. Lauren Noll, 16 min., U.S.
Something About Alex: Dir. Reinout Hellenthal, 18 min., Netherlands

These remarkable short films deal with people getting comfortable with who they really are. 
As a Black, queer, masculine-of-center artist, Syd deals with the daily slights from ignorant co-
workers, an oblivious boss, and a killer workload. Eve is a content drag king. There is only 
one thing missing for her to be happy: that her father accepts her as she is. A young Hasidic 
man increasingly doubts his identity, his gender, and the nature of being as conflict between 
him and his pious young wife escalates — with shocking consequences. After she is seen in 
bed with a female student, a young woman is granted a troubling option to save her degree, 
forcing her to choose between her heart and her faith. A young teenager develops a close 
friendship with his older sister’s boyfriend, and must confront the depth of his feelings when the 
couple announces that they will be moving away.

Total Running Time: 85 minutes

TWO OF US 
(France, 99 min., Directed by Filippo Meneghetti) 

Nina and Madeleine, two retired women, are secretly deeply in love for decades. From 
everybody’s point of view, including Madeleine’s family, they are simply neighbors living on 
the top floor of their building. They come and go between their two apartments, sharing the 
tender delights of everyday life together, until the day their relationship is turned upside down 
by an unexpected event leading Madeleine’s daughter to slowly unveil the truth about them.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 42
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TWO OF US

LIVE CONVERSATION WITH KEVIN WILLIAMSON 

LIVE CONVERSATION WITH KEVIN WILLIAMSON 
Known for an amazing career that includes “Dawson’s Creek,” “The Vampire Diaries” and the 
“Scream” movies, Kevin Williamson talks to us about growing up gay in the South, his body 
of work, why LGBTQ fans love horror, “Scream 5” and more.

Live stream at 8pm 
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THIRST
(Iceland, 90 min., Directed by Steinthór Hróar Steinthórsson and Gaukur Úlfarsson)

In this campy thriller, drug addict Hulda is arrested, accused of murdering her brother. After 
she is let go because of insufficient evidence, she meets Hjörtur, a thousand-year-old gay 
vampire. Together they have to fight a cult while being investigated by a rogue detective.

In Icelandic with English subtitles

HORROR SHORTS
Family History: Dir. Mark J. Parker, 16 min., U.S.
She Lives Alone: Dir. Lucy Rose, 13 min., U.S.
Dama Branca: Dir. Panta Mosleh, 5 min., Canada
Limerence: Dir. Dan Pedersen, 34 min., U.S.

On the anniversary of his mother’s mysterious death, a young man brings his new boyfriend 
home to meet his reclusive, conservative father. Dealing with an abusive mother, Maud 
is left with no choice but to confront the spirit hiding in the shadows of her home. On a 
creepy night, three women on the road get in an argument about something silly. Just 
then, they bring their car to a screeching stop and a lady in white appears. An anxious,  
isolated film projectionist becomes obsessed with a stranger and falls headfirst into a 
terrifying fantasy.

Total Running Time: 68 min.
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SATURDAY, OCT. 3

GLOBAL AFFAIRS SHORTS
Saving Chintu: Dir. Tushar Tyagi, 15 min., India
Make a Wish: Dir. Chen Ke Yun, 24 min., Taiwan
Contained: Dir. Yohann Thiou, 6 min., Canada
In Their Fight: Dir. Orion Rose Kelly, Pedro Cota, 23 min., U.S./Brazil
The Queen of Paris: Dir. Anne Flore Trichilo, Holy Fatma, 45 min., France

Our Global Affairs presentation contains two narratives, a COVID-19 era short and two 
documentaries. An LGBTQ American couple travels to India to adopt a child living with 
HIV in an Indian orphanage in “Saving Chintu.” “In Their Fight” follows a group of women 
bravely fighting back, as they track growing violence, learn self-defense, and challenge the 
systems failing to keep them safe in Rio De Janeiro. Two girls spend the lockdown far from 
each other in “Contained.” “The Queen of Paris” follows a week in the life of Clement/
Veronika: during the day, the young man works at a biology lab, but at night, his shining 
alter-ego Veronika Von Lear takes the lead. “Make a Wish” tracks the friendship between 
two high school students in Taiwan.

Running Time: 113 minutes. 

AS I AM
(U.S., 63 min., Anthony Bawn)

Directed by former Atlantan Anthony Bawn, “As I Am” is a story of a young man running from 
the truth about his childhood. He returns to his home in order to correct his past, but ends up 
discovering a side of himself that he suppressed.

Suggested viewing time noon, followed by live stream Q&A at 1:15pm with 
Anthony Bawn and cast members 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 50
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MUSIC FOR BLEEDING HEARTS (MÚSICA PARA MORRER DE AMOR)
(Brazil, 102 min., Directed by Rafael Gomes)

In present-day São Paulo, a trio of young hearts are about to break. Ricardo has a boyfriend 
and a wandering eye for a new co-worker. Isabella is taking a break from both her boyfriend 
and best friend Ricardo. Hopeless romantic Felipe has suddenly found himself caught 
between the two of them. These three have big dreams, yearning passion, and opinionated 
acquaintances, but at the mercy of Cupid. This charming film is from the producer of “The Way 
He Looks,” and explores LGBTQ relationships with depth and charm.

In Portuguese with English subtitles

AS I AM
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THE WHISTLE
(U.S., 57 min., Directed by StormMiguel Florez)

A documentary about secret code shared among lesbian youth in 1970s/1980s Albuquerque. 
These women didn’t all know each other, but they knew how to find each other.

KEYBOARD FANTASIES: THE BEVERLY GLENN-COPELAND STORY
(U.S., 63 min., Directed by Posy Dixon)

As a sci-fi obsessed woman living in near isolation, Beverly Glenn-Copeland wrote and self-released 
Keyboard Fantasies in Huntsville, Ontario back in 1986. Recorded in an Atari-powered home-
studio, the cassette featured seven tracks of a curious folk-electronica hybrid, a sound realized far 
before its time. Three decades on, the musician – now Glenn Copeland – began to receive emails 
from people across the world, thanking him for the music they’d recently discovered. Courtesy of a 
rare-record collector in Japan, a reissue of Keyboard Fantasies and subsequent plays by Four Tet, 
Caribou and more, the music had finally found its audience two generations down the line.

Suggested viewing time 2pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 3:15pm with 
Glenn Copeland 

THROUGH THE GLASS DARKLY
(U.S., 103 min., Directed by Lauren Fash)
 
This fascinating thriller – made in Georgia - features 
a sterling cast, lead by Robyn Lively (“Teen Witch”) 
and Shanola Hampton (“Shameless’). A year after 
Charlie’s daughter disappears, another girl from 
Elrod, Georgia goes missing. Convinced there is a 
connection, Charlie draws suspicion and contempt 
from local law enforcement and townspeople as 
she stops at nothing to expose its most devastating and darkest secret. The ensemble includes 
Judith Ivey and local favorite Bethany Anne Lind. 

Suggested viewing time at 7pm followed by a live stream Q&A at 9pm with 
cast and crew

CONTINUES ON PAGE 52
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STONE/ FRUIT
(U.S., 95 min., Directed by Brandon Krajewski)

A gay couple heads to Central Coast California to celebrate their newly-inked divorce with 
wine, sun, a threesome, and more wine.

Suggested viewing time 4:15pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 6pm with 
Brandon Krajewski and cast members 

SUNDAY, OCT. 4

ARMY OF LOVERS IN THE HOLY LAND
(Israel, 65 min., Directed by Asaf Galay)

Thirty years after launching into international stardom, queer disco-pop band Army of Lovers 
embarks on a new chapter when frontman Jean-Pierre Barda uproots his existence to move from 
Sweden to Israel. So begins this fascinating documentary that examines home, identity, family 
and the pull of Aliyah (immigration to Israel), even after age 50. A blend of ABBA, the B-52s and 
performance art, Army of Lovers is still rocking pride celebrations and underground club parties 
with its mix of high camp, daring music videos and a motto of “More is more, less is a bore.”

Suggested viewing time noon, followed by live stream Q&A at 1:15pm with 
director Asaf Galay 
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DRAMA SHORTS
Sunday: Dir. Arun Fulara, 10 min., India
Fabiu: Dir. Stefan Langthaler, 30 min., Austria
Two Little Boys: Dir. Farbod Khoshtinat, 13 min., U.S.
Last Summer With Uncle Ira: Dir. Gary Jaffe, 13 min., U.S.
Wings: Dir. Jamie Weston, 18 min., U.K.

In this stunning series of drama shorts, a middle-aged man makes a weekly visit to the 
neighborhood barber shop, and it’s not just for a shave; an 80-year-old retiree taking care 
of his wife has his life changed by the arrival of a male caretaker; a teenager — before he 
leaves for summer camp — is nudged by his mother Rachel to share a moment and a glass of 
lemonade with his Uncle Ira, who is dying of complications from HIV/AIDS, and a love story 
spans over six decades, between two Land Army girls during World War II.

Total Running Time: 84 min.

DRAMARAMA
(U.S., 91 min., Directed by Jonathan Wysocki)

Escondido, California, 1994. It’s the end of summer 
and Gene is preparing for his high school drama 
friends’ final murder mystery slumber party. The 
theatrical hostess, Rose, will fly off to start college 
the next morning, followed by earnest Claire, 
magnetic Oscar, and sarcastic Ally. Yet Gene has 
bigger problems than being left behind by his best 
friends: he wants to come out of the closet — but is 
terrified of what they might think. Once Gene arrives to the party, his burdensome secret isn’t 
the night’s only obstacle. An unexpected visit by J.D., a judgmental rebel, sows the seeds for 
discord and makes the sheltered Christian teens question their readiness for the “real world” to 
come. Will the tested friendships survive the night — and the enormous life changes that loom?

Suggested viewing time 2pm, followed by live stream interview with 
Jonathan Wysocki at 3:30pm
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GOSSAMER FOLDS
(U.S., 96 min., Directed by Lisa Donato)

In 1986, ten-year-old Tate is uprooted and unwillingly moved to the suburbs of Kansas City. 
As his parents marriage unravels, Tate finds solace in the unlikely friendships of his next-door 
neighbors: a retired college professor and his transgender daughter, Gossamer. Directed by 
Out On Film favorite, Lisa Donato — in her feature film debut – has a way with her actors from 
Alexandra Grey as the titular characters.

Suggested viewing time 4pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 6pm with Lisa 
Donato and Alexandra Grey

CLOSING NIGHT FILM
ELLIE AND ABBIE (& ELLIE’S DEAD AUNT)
(Australia, Monica Zanetti, 80 min.)

In this buoyant feature, 17-year-old Ellie is struggling to find the courage to ask her classmate, 
Abbie, to the formal. Luckily her Aunt Tara, a lesbian who died in the 1980s, has shown 
up as a “Fairy Godmother” to dish out advice, whether Ellie wants it or not. This infectious 
comedy thrives with the chemistry between the two leading characters and has a surprising 
emotional depth.

Suggested viewing time 8pm, followed by live stream Q&A at 6pm with cast 
and crew

ELLIE AND ABBIE (& ELLIE’S DEAD AUNT)
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